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Ethical Values and the Literary Imagination
in the Later Ancient World
Brian Stock
Ethics has once again become a central interest of philosophy.

One of the focal points of the renewed interest is the ethical
philosophies of antiquity: I need only mention the names of Julia

Annas, Brad Inwood, Martha Nussbaum, and Bernard Williams as
reminders of the field's contemporary vitality. Much of the attention has
been devoted to Plato, Aristotle, and Hellenistic thought roughly down

to Plotinus, who died in A.D. 270. Less notice has been taken of the
major bridging figures to medieval thought, Augustine and Boethius.
Yet there has been a considerable revival of interest in them as well, as

witness important studies by John Rist and John Magee.1
Students in the field agree that something new takes place at the end
of the later ancient period, but they are not sure what it is or how they
should talk about it. Part of the problem arises from the fact that there
appears to be a change in the principal genre in which ethical discussion
takes place. There is a decline in purely philosophical inquiry and a rise
in interest in ethics as a branch of literature, understanding literature to
include both the secular and the religious. It is a change that has both
positive and negative consequences. The big loser is the secular philoso

phy of ethics, which virtually disappears until it is revived by Peter
Abelard in the twelfth century. The gain is a deepening of relations
between ethics and literary experience. Beginning with Cicero and
Seneca, this aspect of ethics breaks genuinely new ground in figures like

Origen, Jerome, and Augustine.
Of course, there is nothing new about situating ethical problems in a

literary landscape: the idea is as old as Greek tragedy, the book of Job, or

the Christian parables. In ancient education the connection between
the ethical and the literary is a normal feature of the teaching of both
grammar and rhetoric. For Cicero, the best sort of person is an ethically
informed orator. Quintilian, building on this notion, devotes a chapter

of his Institutio Oratoria to lectio (1.8), where he speaks of ethical
instruction through poetry. This idea is echoed in the Middle Ages,

when the curriculum authors were simply known as "ethici." Nonethe

less, despite such continuities in the teaching of literature from an
New Literary History, 1998, 29: 1-13
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ethical standpoint, to which Ernst Robert Curtius drew attention,2 the
further we move into the later ancient period and the Middle Ages, the

more difficult it is to recognize the prototypes of ethically oriented
literary genres. For one thing, there is a consolidation of the momen

tous shift in religious outlook that affects the ethical positions of

Christians, Jews, and Muslims. Also, toward the end of the later ancient
age, one thinker appears who brings together ethics and literature in a

genuinely new way?Augustine.
This essay is largely about Augustine's contribution to literary ethics.
At the outset I should make clear that I do not consider "Augustine" and

"later ancient thought" to be interchangeable categories. Nor do I
suggest that Augustine's was the only solution to the many ethical
dilemmas that had to be addressed in that complex period. My aim is
simply to draw attention to some of the features of his thinking that

make him a noteworthy figure in the tradition of linking ethics and
literature. Needless to say, there are other good reasons for singling him

out. His synthesis of ancient and Christian ethics has a long life in
European letters, reappearing, altered but still recognizable, in early
modern thinkers like Petrarch, Montaigne, and Pascal. The linguistic
turn that he gave to ethics anticipates by many centuries the major
orientation of ethical discussion in contemporary analytic philosophy.
And in the Confessions he created a dramatic setting for ethics that is
unequalled in Western literature before Dante.
One of the ways in which Augustine situates ethics within literature is
through his theory of narrative. In this respect he differs from other
Jewish and Christian authors in degree rather than in kind. The ethical
thinking of the later ancient and medieval periods normally follows a

narrative pattern, explicitly or implicitly, even when non-narrative
thinking seems to be preferred, as is the case of Abelard's Ethics, which
is concerned with the consequences of specific intentions. A number of
Christian philosophers present systematic expositions of ethics, as does

Aquinas, but the principles advanced have to be viewed against the
background of the pervasive medieval view that moral behaviour was
permanently altered by a set of events linking the fall and redemption.

To find discussions of ethics that are free of narrative and historical
considerations, we have to look forward to works like Descartes's Trait?
des passions de l'?me, published in 1650, or John Locke's Essay Concerning
Human Understanding, in 1690. In view of the extensive use of narrative

theology in later ancient and medieval ethical discussions, it is not
surprising that some major thinkers in the field are themselves literary
figures, such as Dante, Chaucer, and Christine de Pizan.

These authors are so literary in their approach to ethical questions
that it would be difficult to find a purely philosophical vocabulary that is
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adequate for describing what they are doing. How then are we to
characterize this development, which seems to take place over a long
period of European history, virtually from the end of the ancient world
to early modern times? Perhaps a beginning can be made by speaking of

what the late Michel Foucault called a "technology of the self."3 This
phrase, which was popularized by Foucault in his study of the moral and
ethical philosophies of late antiquity, can be understood in two senses,
one of which has to be folded into the other if we are to grasp what is
involved. The first sense is what he called "le souci de soi," the care of, or
concern for, the self: "les pratiques de soi," "les arts de l'existence," "les
techniques de soi." These are Foucault's phrases, by which he meant self
care, spiritual guidance, attention to body and spirit, forms of absti
nence, examination of conscience, and so forth. To think of the self as
taking part in a story that happens over time is for many late ancient
thinkers to raise issues of this kind.
The second way in which a technology of the self acquires meaning is
through self-expression. How does it take place, in what sort of medium,
and for what audience? With Augustine as an authoritative guide, we can

reject the notion that a human self or soul can exist in a vacuum,
uninfluenced in any way by its surroundings. The story of individual
selves cannot be separated from the stories, contexts, and interpreta
tions of those around us, as Montaigne was later to argue so persuasively.
If ethics and literature are brought together, the resulting discourse is
presumably created for an audience outside or inside the person, or for
both at once, as in Seneca's Moral Letters or Augustine's Soliloquies. One
of the ways in which later ancient authors explore this dimension of
selfhood is through autobiographical writing. Seneca, Marcus Aurelius,
and Augustine all write books about themselves in which the potential

audience is configured within the works themselves. In contrast to
techniques for shaping the self that work from the outside, on which

Foucault perhaps placed too great an emphasis, this literature works
primarily from the inside. The inwardness makes it difficult to separate

self and configuration of self, self and image, or self and text. In

Augustine's Soliloquies, we even progress from dialogues and narratives
about the self to an anticipation of Descartes's "Cogito ergo sum," the
proof for the selfs existence based on the certitude of self-conscious

ness. This proof is sometimes called "the birth certificate" of the

modern, bounded individual. But this type of statement is only a part of
the story. As far as the self's literary autonomy is concerned, the true
beginnings are in late antiquity.
As an example of how a thinker like Augustine approaches ethical and
literary issues, let me briefly discuss the question from another angle, by

considering images of the self rather than texts. The problem is
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illustrated by an anecdote that is recalled in Jerome Bruner's delightful
book Acts of Meaning. Bruner asks us whether we judge one portrait to be
better than another if it more closely resembles its subject. He recalls
"Picasso's reply to Gertrude Stein's friends when they told him that she

thought his portrait of her was not a good resemblance. 'Tell her to
wait,' [he] said. 'It will be.'"4 Picasso acts as an early witness to what
becomes a contemporary commonplace: the view that the relationship
between the inner self and its outward representation is not something

stable, objective, and enduring but is instead involved with changing
relations between subject and object. What Bruner is also saying, it
seems to me, is similar to John Searle's assertion that all human thinking

is intentional, an idea that goes back to Edmund Husserl and through
his teacher, Franz Brentano, to Aquinas. If Gertrude Stein does what
Picasso recommends, that is, if she literally "waits" for her portrait to
look more like her personal picture of herself, she will be engaging in a
type of intentional thinking. This is the view on ethics, intentions, and

the self that Charles Taylor expresses forcefully and to my mind
convincingly in his book Sources of the Self: The Making of the Modern
Identity.5

By contrast, in books 8-9 of Augustine's De Trinitate (On the Trinity), a
lengthy theological treatise completed in the 420s, the bishop of Hippo
asks Gertrude Stein's question in reverse. What would it mean to have a

painted portrait of a significant religious leader from the past? The
figure in question is St. Paul. Augustine knows that there are no
likenesses. A portrait can only emerge from bits and pieces of descrip
tion that survive, some of them inevitably distorted or incorrect. He is
aware that representations in art and literature are creative, interpretive,
and possibly deformative. But he does not argue as do most Platonists
before him that for these reasons such imaginative configurations are to
be avoided. Where he is in agreement with the Platonic tradition is in
following Plotinus's view that if it is the true identity of a person we are
after, we will not find it in externals; we have to look inside the individual

and consider what makes up his (or her) personality and outlook.
However, Augustine goes a step beyond his mentor in proposing that
there is an existential element in this inquiry, since it is we who have to
make an ethical judgement on the basis of what we know inwardly to be

virtuous action. If we do not recognize a desirable moral quality as

having a real or potential existence in ourselves, we will not be able to
understand what it may have represented in Paul, or, for that matter, in

anyone else.
The canonical statement of Augustine's views on this subject has

always been assumed to be the Confessions. However, the most succinct
account is found in a series of dialogues that he wrote between 386 and
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391. Among the ethical themes that are raised in the dialogues, I want to
draw attention to three issues.

In the first place, it is here that he initially concludes that it is
impossible to separate ethics and language. He thereby becomes a
pioneer in the study of ethics as a problem in linguistic philosophy. Two
dialogues written in 389 are particularly important in the development
of his position. In De Magistro, he reaches some conclusions about the

limits of language for conveying thoughts within ourselves and for
communicating thoughts to others; and in De M?sica 6, he tells us how
Reason discovers that none of her judgements about the harmonics that
establish a person's equilibrium are free of sense perceptions. In these
and other early works, Augustine takes the view that all types of ethical
discourse, philosophical, narrative, or whatever, are nothing more or

less than words. No literary genre, as a genre, has a special claim to

truth. They all have relative value; none has absolute value. The door is

thus opened to ethical relativism; but it is a door through which he
refuses to pass, for reasons that will shortly become clear.
Secondly, within his literary and linguistic reconfiguration of ethical
debate, Augustine introduces some new uses for rhetoric, the subject of
his university professorship in Milan until his resignation in the summer

of 386. A feature of rhetorical instruction consisted in training law
students to envisage themselves speaking before their intended audi
ences, even though those audiences would often have to be imagined.
Developing this idea, Augustine concluded as did Erasmus centuries
later that all ethical statements contain an element of rhetoric. They are
all performances directed toward audiences. If we want to improve our
ethical thinking, it is not the rhetoric that we can change in fundamen
tal ways, since we all use language persuasively, whether we are conscious
of it or not. Instead, it is the audience that we have to change: we have

to redirect our remarks toward an interlocutor whose ethical under

standing is presumably at a higher level than our own. We are able to do
this because rhetorical performance is a two-way street: the thoughts we
direct outward elicit a response that is redirected back to ourselves, even
if both the performance and the response are mental. If the response is
at a superior ethical level, even hypothetically, then our thinking will be

raised toward that level. The rhetorical prayer in Augustine thus
emerges as a statement of moral or ethical intentions: thoughts are
elevated by the implied presence of God, just as his early rhetorical
exercises achieve their success through the imagined presence of

wealthy patrons like Romanianus.

The third topic on which the dialogues shed some light is the

relationship between ethics, emotions, and personal narratives. With
respect to their influence on our behaviour, Augustine does not exclude
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overlap between the stories that we think, tell, or live. He believes, as
Gertrude Stein might say, that a story is a story is a story, and that all
stories work in somewhat the same way. He is also aware that stories work
because they work on our emotions. He believes that those emotions can
have a good or bad influence on our behavior, depending on the story
as well as on our interpretation of it, and so he is unable to accept the
typically ancient view that sees emotion and reason as opposed forces

within the soul. In other words, unlike Plato and (to some degree)
Aristotle, he does not believe that emotions are irrational. On the

contrary, he thinks that emotions can on occasion contribute to ethically
informed, rational action, even if he maintains, on historical grounds,
that human reason is contaminated by the fact that it is never entirely
free from the senses and from emotion. Rethinking classical views, he

situates emotion on neither the positive nor the negative side of the
ethical ledger. How we react to emotion depends on whether memory,
which records emotional experience, is the slave of habit, as he puts it in
De M?sica 6, or whether recollections promote self-mastery through the

control and redirection of emotional raw material, as he argues in

Confessions 10. In anticipation of Descartes, he believes that emotions
can promote correct moral choices, but that in order to do so they have
to be accompanied by a rethinking of one's personal narrative.
Augustine may not have been the first person to think ideas like these,
but he gave them a powerful synthetic statement toward the end of the
fourth century. In this form they were passed on to the Middle Ages,
although he was not always their philological source. Moreover, toward
the end of the period in which he was working on such questions, he was
involved with another problem that was central to his personal search

for ethical redefinition: how to combine what he had learned from

ancient philosophy with his intense interest in Scripture as a vehicle for
conveying divinely inspired truths. As a result of this inquiry, it was not
only formal links between ethics and literature that he developed, but a
personal attitude toward himself as a reader. This aspect of Augustine's
intellectual evolution is, I believe, unique in the later ancient world. Had
he been just an ethical thinker with revisionist views on Neoplatonism
and Stoicism, he would have occupied a minor if respectable position in

the history of philosophy. His combining of serious philosophical

interests with the reconfiguring of himself through his experience of
biblical literature made him a much more unusual figure. He could not

have achieved this remarkable synthesis if he had not introduced a
subjective, phenomenological element into his deliberations. As time
passed, and the world of the early dialogues yielded to that of the
priesthood and the active bishopric, it was the figure of the reader,
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commentator, and preacher, all aspects of the same configuration, that
became his preferred model for the reflective self.

At the center of this view is a concern with the problem of self
consciousness that echoes Plotinus but which in reinterpretation permit
ted Augustine to distance himself from his intellectual engagements and
to reconceive them as if he were looking at them from the outside. An
example of this technique is found in the Soliloquies, in which, within

Augustine's mind, the allegorical figure of Reason takes part in a
dialogue concerning the uses of reason. It was his activity as a reader
rather than the content of his reading alone that led him to this inward
and reflective type of distancing within himself. He evolved a way of
thinking that allowed him to see that while he was engaged in purpose
ful reflection, his thoughts on any given subject existed as mental words

whose meaning could not be separated from their flow through his
mind in a sequence of sounds that was the precise image of the passage
of time. It is even worth speculating that this subjective awareness of

time predisposed him to think of the image of himself less along
traditional Platonic lines than along those suggested by Genesis 1:26,
where the phrase "in his image and likeness" can be taken to reflect a

reader's (or listener's) experience of a sequence of events, since

creation is taking place in a cosmic narrative. Whether or not Augustine
made this connection, it is certain that the consciousness of himself as a

reader contributed to his novel solution to one of ancient philosophy's
intractable problems, namely how an image of any kind could inform
the lived reality of a philosopher's life.
Augustine's experience differed from other autobiographical authors
in antiquity, for example, Epictetus, Seneca, Marcus Aurelius, or Apuleius.
He likewise saw matters differently from Plotinus, who refused to write
his autobiography according to Porphyry. There is very little about the

activities of writing and reading in these figures, and what there is
consists of rather casual statements, afterthoughts, or isolated expres

sions, whereas Augustine deliberately stops to talk about writing or
reading on numerous occasions. In his view, the classical problem of the
progress or education of the soul is inseparable from the education of
the Christian reader. His way of discussing the improvement of the self
or soul is to tell a story. It is possible to see a distant anticipation of this

sort of thinking in Plato's dialogues; and narrative reappears as a
technique of self-analysis in Stoicism, where exemplary stories are

sometimes coupled with a type of confession. But even allowing for such
continuities, there are some significant breaks in this tradition, among
them possibly Seneca and Boethius, and most certainly Augustine. As

soon as Augustine's personal, phenomenological style appears, the
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writing of confessional autobiography in the West is changed for good.
So is the landscape of ethical discussion.
Augustine believes that in order to narrate a convincing story about

the self, one has to convey some idea of the type of reality that

storytelling implies. Accordingly, in the first nine books of the Confes
sions, he looks back at his first thirty years or so and tells the story of how

he wandered from one philosophical or religious school to another
without finding the answers to the problems that tormented him. In
books 10-13, he offers us among other things a critique of what story
and memory can tell us about ourselves. This critique draws attention to

what remains undiscovered and undiscoverable about the self, in
contrast to what is presumably known to a higher intelligence?a
separation of knower and known on which Anselm of Bee was later to

rely in his proof for the existence of God in the Monologion and
Proslogion. The simultaneous necessity and unknowability of that higher
intelligence is a precondition for Augustine's doctrine of grace; and,
connecting these ideas, he rules out once and for all the possibility that
he could be an ethical relativist.

His view is one that Jerome Bruner would applaud, namely that
storytelling is one of the features that defines us as humans; however, we
must not think of story in contemporary terms as consisting in the first
instance of a connected narrative, although that is one of the ways in

which it appears in Augustine's life history. What he has in mind is

something more basic to narrative as a linguistic tool: as I have

suggested, it is the manner in which thoughts, transformed into those
sounds that we call words, form sequential strings called sentences and
produce meaning. It is from those strings, as little narratives, that bigger
narratives are built. In advancing this view, Augustine deliberately places

himself in a paradoxical position. He asks us to think of self as being
inconceivable without narrative while he denies that narrative can tell us

anything essential about self. The self that we know, therefore, as
contrasted with the self that exists according to the cogito, is a fabricated
self. Of course, the self that is put together through language can be
taken apart: with respect to the inner, enduring self, this outer self is just

scaffolding, as St. Paul suggests.
In Augustine, then, we have a theory of a narratively constructed self,

and this theory has some ethical implications. The question that
naturally follows is whether we are meant to believe in the stories that we
invent and relate. In answering, Augustine diverges from earlier think
ers, as he does in his approach to emotions and memory. Plato believes
that stories are likely or probable accounts of reality. Aristotle does not

put much trust in stories either, unless his notion of process can be

considered a kind of narrative. Their views are echoed by many
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subsequent thinkers, including Plotinus. Augustine believes in the value

of narrative because he is convinced that humans have nothing but

verbal or imagistic narratives to work with when they want to talk about
their selves. He blames historical circumstances for this situation (much

in the way in which we would nowadays blame genetic inheritance).6 In
his view, narrative is a way of talking about the manner in which the
mind turns thought into discourse, but it is also a way of indicating the
limitations of language and human understanding for talking about the
self, whose reality lies beyond words in silence, as Wittgenstein observed
in an Augustinian moment at the end of the Tractatus.
Augustine saw proof of the second point in the fact that narratives are

indeterminate. As Graham Greene observed, possibly paraphrasing
Confessions 11 : "A story has no beginning or end: arbitrarily one chooses
that moment of experience from which to look back or from which to

look ahead."7 As we look back or ahead, is the choice our own? The

novel from which I am quoting, The End of the Affair, suggests not. This is

an accurate reflection of Augustine's views on one issue, free will. In
telling his story in the Confessions but doubting that it is the whole story,

he implies that freedom of the will is a question of the observer's
perspective on events. The knowledge on which his decisions are based
is not fully accessible to him; the choices are made by a being that differs

from him in the way in which the time that flows by as he hears a
sentence differs from the timelessness in which the meaning of that
sentence seems to arise. As a result, he may tell a plausible story, as he
does in Confessions 1-9, but through the telling he never gets to the
bottom of anything that is essential to selfhood.
Reflecting on this aspect of Augustine's outlook, one is reminded of
the remark attributed to Berlioz to the effect that time may be a great
teacher, but unfortunately it kills all its pupils. In cheerier moments,

Augustine is convinced that our periodic self-reports are small steps
upward in a better understanding of ourselves. In his sermons and the

magnificent introduction to his literal Genesis commentary, among
other texts, he asks that we think of them not as finished stories but

instead as instructive episodes, in which what we say about our past,
whether or not it is factually complete, serves as a basis for what we want
to become in the future. To reiterate, the present has no existence, since
it is all past or future; yet if the intentional role of narrative is to be
realized, the present is everything, since the anxiety about the possible
unreality of the self is felt and relieved in the present. For Augustine, this

present is a meditative present, that is, a presence that absorbs and

dissolves all fragmenting time zones.
Whether or not we follow the bishop of Hippo on this last, mystical

step into self-awareness, we can appreciate the manner in which he
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connects intentions and ethics through narrative. In his view, the
individual's improvement is brought about by an internal comparison of
two stories, one directed toward the future, the other toward the past.
An intentional story describes the self as it should be, while an already

related story describes the self as it was. It is during the process of
reflection on the differences between the pair that the person is able to

address a critical problem in ancient ethical thought after Aristotle,
namely, how to transform his or her thoughts into virtuous actions.
Moreover, because ethical thinking is for Augustine an exercise in self
persuasion, he takes the view that there is no such thing as a neutral
narrative: to tell a story about oneself is to argue for or against that
interpretation of events. Also, in his opinion, there is no use pretending
that we can offer ourselves the luxury of abstract moral ideas in contrast

to historical events, as if those ideas were applicable in all times and
places, irrespective of the circumstances in which they arise. If the

stream of time is a reflection of how we think in narrative terms and vice
versa, such ideas are not detachable from lived lives, either from those

lives that we have lived ourselves or from those that we envisage living. In
the second alternative, these can be literary lives that we hear or read
about; in some cases, they are exemplary narratives whose ethical value
is agreed upon, and in these cases it is the collective hearers' or readers'
response that shapes the individual's intended narrative, as it is in the
life histories of the virtuous philosophers, the Jewish prophets, and the

apostles.

For Augustine, as for his ancient predecessors, it is not enough to
hear, read about, or reflect on those lives. Centuries before Hegel and
Marx made praxis a popular concept, ancient thinkers like Plato,
Aristotle, and Augustine argued that philosophy is above all a way of life.

So the narrative, if there was one, was a lived or imitated narrative.
Pierre Hadot has summed up this thinking admirably in the concept of
the ancient "spiritual exercise" (which doubtless inspired Foucault). In a

series of important studies, for example, Philosophy as a Way of Life and
Qu'est-ce la philosophie antique?* the eminent historian argues that the
main purpose of most ancient works of philosophy was not to set forth a

conceptual scheme, although we do have the examples of Euclid or
Proclus who did just that. Nor did many ancient philosophers concern
themselves with leaving behind a body of work in textual form. The ideal
was to live a philosophical life, and within that program, the "work" of
philosophy functioned chiefly as the record of a verbal interchange in
which the possibilities of that life took shape. Even Augustine's Confes
sions may have been intended to be read aloud before an audience, at
least the narrative books. The scenery of orality was kept in place even

when the audience was not present, as in books 10-13. The ancient
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philosophical work, inasmuch as it was linked to oral instruction, that is,
to dialogue between a master and disciples, asked the reader that he or
she envisage the parts in relation to the spoken whole, and at the same
time that he or she try to recreate the conditions of living praxis out of
which it arose: the life of the school, the community of thinkers, the

discussants in a debate, or the participating audience at lectures. The
task of philosophy, insofar as it related to the self, was not to construct a
system but to give the individual some guidance in reorienting himself
or herself in relation to others. Philosophy in this sense was a way of
knowing, not a body of knowledge.
A fundamental change in this scheme occurred at the end of antiquity

when the oral (or occasionally the silent) reader replaced the oral

speaker, dialoguer, or lecturer as the typical figure who studied, medi
tated on, and rewrote ancient philosophical doctrine?for instance, the
Augustine in book 7 of the Confessions, whom we see sitting alone in his

study, as he compares texts of the Bible and Plotinus in search of
philosophical and theological truth.9 This sort of person increasingly
became the norm as the ancient philosophical school gave way to the
monastery, the cathedral school, and the Islamic or Jewish center of
learning in the Middle Ages. As the oral representation of the text was
replaced by the actual written text, linguistic intentionality, which was
still alive in Augustine, began to exist side by side with literary, textual,

and hermeneutic intentionality, although it is easy to exaggerate the
presence of these aspects of interpretation before the twelfth century.
The oral came to exist alongside the written without replacing it in an

evolutionary fashion and without necessarily requiring a change of
vocabulary, as it did in the later Augustine, who effectively read and
preached from written texts but spoke of his activity in terms that
recalled rhetorical theories of spoken language.
Slowly, as well, ethical issues were reshaped. Among ancient philoso
phers, ethical questions were frequently articulated within a community
of talkers whose ongoing debate was part of the solution to the problems
at hand. The typically ancient conflict between individual happiness and
community virtue was envisaged as being resolved in a manner in which

positions were put forward by speakers who were conscious of their
hearers and their potential reactions, since their philosophical views
were often known in advance. In Augustine and thinkers afterwards, the

reader was often alone with the text, except at times of liturgical or
collective reading: the community was envisaged abstractly as other
readers of the same text (in a way that is comparable to Augustine's and
John Chrysostom's configuration of readers of the Bible as those who
have agreed on its truth through "consensus"). The creation of such a
fictive audience of readers meant that in some sense the intentionality
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that informs ethical thinking for the speaker had become the intention
ality of the reader. Inevitably, as well, there was a shift in interest from
ethical problems that were concerned with personal happiness and the

pursuit of virtue to those that were concerned with communities

involved with charitable love. One of the solutions frequently proposed
by ancient thinkers to ethical problems was for the individual to adopt a

virtuous way of life. For the silent, monastic, ascetic reader of the
following centuries, divine reading was in a sense that way of life. One of

the goals of ancient philosophy had been achieved, not through a
doctrine but through a mode of thought that saw self and text as self and
other; a mode that reinterpreted estrangement as hermeneutic distance
and thereby provided a new avenue to the inner subject. But what the
isolated reader lacked was a way of achieving what the ancient dialogue

or debate achieved naturally: togetherness, a brotherhood of ideas, a
community of thought. This is one of the reasons why charity later

emerged as a theological imperative as well as a literary objective: that
was an achievement of the Middle Ages.

University of Toronto
NOTES
1 In order, the books of the authors mentioned in this paragraph are: Julia Annas, The
Morality of Happiness (New York, 1993); Brad Inwood, Ethics and Human Action in Early
Stoicism (Oxford, 1985); Martha Nussbaum, The Fragility of Goodness: Luck and Ethics in Greek
Tragedy and Philosophy (Cambridge, 1986), and The Therapy of Desire: Theory and Practice in
Hellenistic Ethics (Princeton, 1994); Bernard Williams, Shame and Necessity (Berkeley, 1993);

John M. Rist, Augustine: Ancient Thought Baptized (Cambridge, 1994); and John Magee,
Boethius on Signification and Mind (Leiden, 1989).

2 See Ernst Robert Curtius, Excursus 5: "Late Antique Literary Studies," in European
Literature and the Latin Middle Ages, tr. Willard R. Trask (New York, 1963), pp. 436-45.
3 On this notion, see Michel Foucault, "Technologies of the Self," in Technologies of the

Self: A Seminar with Michel Foucault, ed. L. H. Mart?n, H. Gutman, and P. H. Hutton
(Amherst, Mass., 1988), pp. 16-49. Foucault's terms in this paragraph are drawn from Le
souci de soi, vol. 3 of Histoire de la sexualit? (Paris, 1984). For a review of Foucault's ideas on

later ancient thought and their relationship to Pierre Hadot, see Arnold I. Davidson,
"Ethics as Ascetics: Foucault, the History of Ethics, and Ancient Thought," in Foucault and
the Writing of History, ed. Jan Goldstein (Oxford, 1994), pp. 63-80.
4 Jerome Bruner, Acts of Meaning (Cambridge, Mass., 1990), p. 31.
5 Charles Taylor, Sources of the Self: The Making of the Modern Identity (Cambridge, Mass.,

1989).

6 It is worth asking whether Christian thinkers like Augustine did not envisage the
solution to the problem of "image and likeness" in what is nowadays known as a clone,
since it would appear that the removal of our genetically transmitted culpability could only
come about by the inscription of perfect (that is, for Augustine, a divine) DNA code.
7 Graham Greene, The End of the Affair (London, 1951), p. 1.
8 Pierre Hadot, Philosophy as a Way of Life: Spiritual Exercises from Socrates to Foucault, ed.
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with an introduction by Arnold I. Davidson, tr. Michael Chase (Oxford, 1995), and Qu'est
ce la philosophie antique? (Paris, 1995). In this paragraph I draw on ideas from these works
as well as the same author's La citadelle int?rieure: Introduction aux Pens?es de Marc Aur?le

(Paris, 1992).
9 For a discussion, see my study Augustine the Reader: Meditation, Self-Knowledge, and the
Ethics of Interpretation (Cambridge, Mass., 1996), pp. 43-74.
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